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INTRODUCTION 
In this document you’ll discover some ways to further 
“automate” your options trading for faster executions and 
more time-efficient trading. 

WHY WE SCALE 

Have you ever placed a trade only to see it immediately 
against you? 

Have you ever waited too long on a trade only to see it move 
away from you? 

These are not new problems. Finding the best spot to put risk 
on is always going to be the primary game as a financial 
speculator. 

With credit spreads, we have a strategy that is uniquely suited 
to turn this problem into an advantage. 

By entering into your trade at different prices, you can create 
an environment where you don’t worry too much if you’re 
early on a trade. 

You can also use the natural volatility of the stock market to 
get you in and out more quickly. 

The goal of financial speculation is to earn good returns 
relative to your risk, in as fast of a time as possible. Scaling 
allows that to happen. 

  



 

TWO KINDS OF ORDER TYPES 

There’s two different ways to automate your executions, and it 
will be up to your personal preference. 

First, let’s consider the structure of a scaling credit spread 
setup: 

 

The first kind of execution technique is to put all the opening 
orders out at once, and then as each gets filled, you go in 
and manually add the closing orders. 

The structure looks like this: 

Tier 1
Enter at 

0.80

Exit at 
0.30

Tier 2
Enter at 

1.10

Exit at 
0.60

Tier 3
Enter at 

1.40

Exit at 
0.90



 

 

The second kind of order structure is to put each tier out as it’s 
own trade structure, with the closing trade conditional that 
the first order is executed upon. 

The structure looks like this: 

 

 
We can use advanced order types to help automate our 
trading. 

Tier 1
Enter at 

0.80

Exit at 
0.30

Tier 2
Enter at 

1.10

Exit at 
0.60

Tier 3
Enter at 

1.40

Exit at 
0.90

Tier 1
Enter at 

0.80

Exit at 
0.30

Tier 2
Enter at 

1.10

Exit at 
0.60

Tier 3
Enter at 

1.40

Exit at 
0.90



 

WHERE TO FIND ADVANCED ORDER TYPES 

The broker we’re looking at is thinkorswim (TD Ameritrade). 
Similar order types should be found at most advanced option 
brokerages. 

When you create an order, the “Order Entry Tools” are 
opened up. At the bottom of that menu there is a drop-down: 

 

This will give you a list of order types to work with. 

For the first structure, we’ll select “Blast All” and for the second 
we’ll select “1st Trg All” 

OTHER ORDER CONSIDERATIONS 

Just so you don’t forget, remember. 

NEVER EVER USE MARKET ORDERS.  

We want to be liquidity providers. If you put market orders out 
then the bid/ask spread will take out a significant portion of 
your profits. 

Second, because we want these trades to be on until filled, 
we want to use GTC LMT orders: 



 

 

If you don’t select “GTC” then you’ll have to reenter the order 
every day. 

FIRST ORDER STRUCTURE: BLAST ALL OPENS 

If you put out all tiers out at once, you won’t get filled instantly 
on all of them. Hopefully that’s obvious.  

If you put LMT orders on a stock at 100, 98, and 96 then you 
won’t get filled on all of them. 

Yet you can automate this by placing the GTC LMT orders out 
all at once. 

To do this, first select “Blast All” in Your Advanced Order Menu 

 

Next, double check that you’re using GTC for your order time. 

Once you’ve done that, simply right click on the current order 
and select “Create Duplicate Order” 



 

 

And then repeat the process. 

You’ll now have three orders where you can change the 
prices to what you need, and the you simply send the orders 
out. 

 

As you start getting filled on your spreads, you can then start 
placing GTC LMT orders on the buy side.  

NOTE: PLACE YOUR BUY ORDERS ONLY AFTER YOU GET FILLED 

Otherwise you’ll just end up with a bunch of debit spreads. 

SECOND ORDER STRUCTURE: 1ST TRG SEQ 

This order type allows you to avoid the problem that I just 
mentioned… 

You don’t want to put out buy orders out until you’ve already 
been filled on your sell orders. 

To fix that, you can setup an order ticket where the second 
order only goes out into the market after the first order is filled. 

First, select “1st trgs Seq” in the Advanced Order. 



 

 

Next, right click the trade ticket and then select “Create 
Opposite Order.” 

  

You’ve now got an opening order, and a closing order that 
only shows up if you get filled. 

 

 

A few important things. 



 

1. Make sure you have different prices on your opening 
and closing orders. So if you open at 0.80, you don’t 
want to close at 0.80 because that’s just going to cost 
you commissions. 

2. DO NOT TRY TO DO ALL THREE TIERS AT A TIME. Create an 
order pair for tier 1, then send it. Create an order pair for 
tier 2, then send it. Create an order pair for tier 3, then 
send it. 
 
If you try and do all 6 orders at once, it won’t work like 
you think. 

3. Make sure to use GTC on all order tickets or else you’ll 
have to reinput them the next day. 

 

There you have it, a way to automate your orders and entries 
so you can spend less time in front of your screens and more 
time on your yacht. 

FINANCIAL DISCLAIMER 
U.S. Government Required Disclaimer - Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission. Futures and options trading has large potential rewards, but 
also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to 
accept them in order to invest in the futures and options markets. Don't 
trade with money you can't afford to lose. This website is neither a 
solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures or options. No representation is 
being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses 
similar to those discussed on this website. The past performance of any 
trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future 
results.  

CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, 
SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE 



 

THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-
OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET 
FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY, SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS 
IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED 
WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE 
THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES 
SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. 

 


